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Peru - Spain - USA - Venezuela



Perzonalized bearings solutions for each industrial application



ACB.USA Bearing Brand is an ABS Company
Propietary trademark Reg. Patent No. 3,492,185.



ISO Certifications

ISO  
13485
certified

ISO  
9001

certified





Reaching and exceeding customers’ expectations

High quality bearing steel

Internal Bearing design

Quality control / full trazability

Special Crown profile Rollers and race ways

Bainitically hardened inner and outer ring or case hardened  
bearing steels.

Surface finish and form optimized rollers, races and ribs.

Personalitation capabilities in real time

Special engineering coatings Surface treatment in roller and races.

Real working conditions simulations using the most advance  
softwares in the market



Quality Control

State of art design, careful manufacturing process and quality control practices, allows us to manufacture customized  
bearing with the highest quality of the market. All key processes, from bearing design to raw material selection, forging,  
heat treatment, grinding up and assembly operation. The complete quality control process undergoes a thorough  
inspection, where 100% of parts are inspected during and after manufacturing process. Additionally we inspect at 
random  in our main QC Lab before final shipment to the customer.

Our engineers use the most advanced software to completely design custom 
bearings.  This process is optimized by including the use of the well known Finite 
Element analysis  (FEM) to meet and exceed each specific application’s working
condition needs. A  
team based relationship is established with the application user in order to obtain 
the  maximum information about the actual bearing working condition. This
imperative
information is then considered to run a realistic simulation for further analysis. 
According  to the simulation analysis results, component design may be modified if 
necessary to  obtain the appropriate feature response to guarantee the best 
component performance  in the actual application





Customer List



Customer List



Customers Recommendation Letters



Costumers Recommendation Letters



Split Spherical Roller Bearing for USIMINAS Steel Converter



FLB45/80x70/70 Flexible CRB Continuous Casting Machine
Altos Hornos de Mexico (AHMSA) working from 2003



800M100BH Split Bearings and water cooling housing Continuous Casting Machine
Altos Hornos de Mexico (AHMSA) working from 2005



01BCP200MMEX/GR Split CRB with cartridge and pedestal
Cooling bed Fenix Project AHMSA Mexico



Split Spherical Roller Bearing and housing replacing plain bronze liners
Sterling Sugar USA



Four Row Cylindrical Roller Bearing
Arcelor Mittal Costa Rica





Palletizing Plant Car bearing Cartridge Advantages

Advantages

No contamination risk  

Minimize human errors  

Less parts to manipulate  

Less lubricant consumption

No important modifications  
to the actual system

















SL182228BR Moventas



TQO L88244DGW four row taper roller bearing Arcelor Mittal









Large Three Row Cylindrical Roller Slewing Ring

Three row slewing bearing for mining material reclaimer.
Bore Ø 4200 mm / Rollers with engineering surface coating / special cage / rollers  
with ultra optimized profile help to accommodate better the load when 
simultaneously  the tilting moment and swining rotation are present.
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